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Abstract

In this paper, an original approach to frequency identification is explained and demonstrated through an application in the
domain of microwave filters. This approach splits into two stages: a stable and causal model of high degree is first computed
from the data (completion stage); then, model reduction is performed to get a rational low order model. In the first stage the
most is made of the data taking into account the expected behavior of the filter. A reduced order model is then computed by
rational H2 approximation. A new and efficient method has been developed, improved over the years and implemented to solve
this problem. It heavily relies on the underlying Hilbert space structure and on a nice parametrization of the optimization set.
This approach guarantees the stability of the MIMO approximant of prescribed McMillan degree.
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1 Introduction

The microwave filters that we consider are used in
telecommunication satellites for channel multiplexing.

Fig. 1. A microwave filter.

These electromagnetic waveguide filters are made of res-
onant cavities (see Figure 1) interconnected by coupling
irises (orthogonal double slits). Each cavity has 3 screws
which allow one to tune the filter. Using a low-pass trans-
formation these high-pass filters are usually modeled by
a low-pass electrical circuit (see Figure 2). In this model,
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Fig. 2. Low-pass prototype.

Ω is the normalized frequency, each resonant cavity mode
is represented by a fictive resonant circuit (frequency
Mkk) and the coupling between modes (produced by the
irises) by impedance inverters (jMkl). In the remainder
of the paper we will adopt the mathematical notation, i
rather than j, for the square root of−1. Electrical power
transfer is then described by a scattering matrix. From
a mathematical viewpoint, the scattering matrix R is a
rational matrix function with complex coefficients which
is stable (poles with negative real parts) lossless (R(iω)
is unitary) and symmetric. The geometry of the filter is
characterized by the electrical parameters which appear
on a realization in particular form of the scattering ma-
trix. Namely, R(s) = I + C(s I −A)−1B with

C =

[
i
√

2r1 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 i
√

2r2

]
, B = Ct,

A = −R− iM, A = At r = − 1
2C

tC,

(1)
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where r1 and r2 are the input and output loads and the
matrix M is the coupling matrix. The structure of M
(non-zeros entries) specifies the way resonators are cou-
pled to one another. The McMillan degree of R corre-
sponds to the number of circuits, that is the number of
resonant modes or else two times the number of cavities.

The problem of extracting coupling parameters from fre-
quency scattering measurements is essential with a view
to reducing the cost of hardware and CAD tuning. The
direct approach consists in feeding to a generic optimizer
the function evaluating the scattering matrix from the
coupling parameters, in order to fit the data. However, it
often depends on a favorable initial guess and substantial
efforts are currently being spent to design more robust
methods. Another approach consists in first identifying
a rational (linear) model from the data. Then, the cou-
pling parameters are extracted from this rational model
using classical design methods. In the filter community,
the so-called Cauchy method is widely used to compute
the rational model [24], [1]. Let us point out three ma-
jor problems encountered in this direction, and in many
other methods proposed in the literature:

• there is no guarantee on the stability of the rational
model, i.e. the derived model can have unstable poles;
• there is no control on the McMillan degree of the

model;
• no constraint is imposed to the model outside the fre-

quency band of measurement (broadband), which may
result in unrealistic behavior there.

Many toolboxes propose input output identification,
while a few deal with frequency data. The software Vec-
tor Fitting and its Matrix Fitting extension (see [17],
[18] and the bibliography therein) has become popular
in the electromagnetic simulation community. However,
the convergence towards a stable rational approximant,
optimal in some least-square sense, is not guaranteed
by this algorithm. Moreover no control is given in the
MIMO case on the overall McMillan degree of the result,
but only on its number of distinct poles. The same prob-
lem arises with the Frequency Domain Identification
Toolbox [22] which only deals with SISO systems. This
is unacceptable for the application we have in mind,
in which the target McMillan degree is prescribed in
advance and given by the number of coupled resonators
present in the equivalent circuit of the filter.

To overcome these difficulties, we have developed a two
stage approach to identify a rational model from the
scattering data. A stable and causal model of high de-
gree is first computed from the data (completion stage);
then, model reduction is performed to get a model of the
prescribed order. The first stage will be addressed in Sec-
tion 3. Then we will consider the model reduction step.
We tackle this problem using rationalH2 approximation
and the original approach developed over the years in
[6], [14], [28]. We present here the state of the art of this

approach which includes an efficient parametrization of
balanced output pairs. The exposition is definitely ap-
plication oriented, so that the emphasis will be put on
the effective implementation of the method.

2 The Hilbert space framework

To deal with these completion and model reduction
problems, we thus favor an approach based on approxi-
mation. A relevant context to deal with approximation
is that of a Hilbert space. On the other hand, stabil-
ity and causality of a rational model are equivalent to
the analyticity of the transfer function in the closed
right half-plane (poles at finite distance in the open left
half-plane). We denote by C+ and C− the open right
and left half-planes. To properly handle stability and
causality, we embed rational functions in a larger space
of analytic functions in C+, namely a Hardy space nat-
urally endowed with an L2 norm. Note that, due to the
low-pass transformation, the frequency data and the
model that we consider do not satisfy the conjugacy
requirement. This is why we consider Hardy spaces of
complex functions.

The usual Hardy space of the half-plane, H2(C+), con-
sists of functions f analytic in C+, whose L2-norm re-
mains uniformly bounded on vertical lines,

sup
x>0

∫ ∞
−∞
|f(x+ iω)|2dω <∞.

The Hardy space of the left half-plane, H2(C−), is de-
fined in a similar way. An important fact is that the
Laplace transform gives an isometry from L2(R±) onto
H2(C±). It allows one to consider these Hardy spaces as
subspaces of L2(iR), the image of L2(R) by the Laplace
transform [32]. Moreover,

L2(iR) = H2(C+)⊕H2(C−).

Each function in L2(iR) can thus be decomposed as the
sum of a function inH2(C+) (stable part) and a function
in H2(C−) (anti-stable part).

However, a stable causal function which fails to be
strictly proper (to be 0 at ∞) does not belong to
L2(iR). In order to include these functions in our set-
ting, we shall replace the usual Lebesgue measure by
the weighted measure dµ(w) = dω

1+ω2 , which also has
the advantage to penalize high frequencies. The asso-
ciated Hardy spaces H2

µ(C+) and H2
µ(C−) are defined

in a similar way and can be viewed as subspaces of the
space L2(dµ) of functions defined on the imaginary axis
and such that

‖f‖2µ =
∫ ∞
−∞
|f(iω)|2 dω

1 + ω2
<∞.
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However, H2
µ(C+) and H2

µ(C−) fail to be orthogonal
complements, since their intersection is not empty
(it contains for example constant functions). For
f ∈ L2(dµ), we denote by P+(f) its orthogonal pro-
jection onto H2

µ(C+) (stable part) and by P−(f) its
orthogonal projection on the orthogonal complement of
H2
µ(C+) (unstable part). Hardy spaces thus provide an

interesting tool to estimate causality and stability of a
given transfer function.

3 Compensation of delay components and com-
pletion of the data

After the low-pass frequency transformation, we suppose
that the harmonic scattering measurements of the filter
yield the knowledge of a 2×2 matrix function S̃(iw) de-
fined on a strict sub-interval J of the imaginary axis. In
practice this function is obtained thanks to the interpo-
lation (splines) of a discrete set of measurement points.
The mathematical model we want to identify from these
measurements is given by[

ei
α
2 h(w) 0

0 ei
β
2 h(w)

]
R(i w)

[
ei
α
2 h(w) 0

0 ei
β
2 h(w)

]
,

whereR is the 2×2 rational scattering matrix of the low-
pass model of the filter and the exponential terms are due
to the access lines used to perform the measurements.
The transformation h(w) maps normalized frequencies
(low-pass model) to high frequencies (original system).

In order to cast the identification problem to a ratio-
nal approximation problem we first need to identify the
non-rational delay components, that is to evaluate α and
β. We base our delay compensation procedure on ana-
lytic completion techniques [8], [7], [9]. The latter consist
in extending partial frequency measurements performed
on the broadband J to the whole imaginary axis un-
der causality constraints. In the special case of our filter
with rational response we will make the strong assump-
tion that, if the delay components are properly com-
pensated, the measurements can be extended on Jc (the
complementary of J on the imaginary axis) by a poly-
nomial of low order in the variable 1/iw such as to form
a causal transfer function. In other words, if Sij(iw) de-
notes the measurements for which the delays have been
compensated, we should be able to find a polynomial
pij(1/iw) of low degree such that the complemented el-
ements Sij(iw) ∨ pij(1/iw) have a ”small” anti-causal
component and have a smooth behavior at the bound-
aries of J . The simplicity of the extensions pij accounts
for the absence of delay and the fact that the measure-
ments on the broadband J already capture most of the
complexity of the rational responses, that can therefore
be represented on Jc by a short Taylor expansion pij at
infinity. We expose in what follows the convex optimiza-
tion problems that are considered to extract the delay

components and extend the data on the whole imaginary
axis.

To a given value τ of a delay compensation, we associate
the polynomial which gives the ”most causal” comple-
tion

pτ = arg min
p∈P
‖P−(S̃11(iw)e−iτh(w) ∨ p(1/iw))‖2µ, (2)

where P = {p; deg p ≤ nc, supw∈Jc |p(1/iw)| ≤ 1}. This
modular bound on p is meaningful as our filter is pas-
sive. We then choose the delay α to be the value of the
compensation τ that gives the smallest discontinuities
at the concatenation points between the data and pτ . To
determine β we proceed in the same manner using the
measurements of S̃22 instead of those of S̃11.

Now the delays are known, we improve the completion
by relaxing (2) and imposing a better behavior near the
concatenation points. We select a sub-collection of mea-
surement indices I = {k, |wk| > wc} where wc is cho-
sen sufficiently large (tail of the broadband J). We thus
consider the optimization problem :

min
p∈P

∑
k∈I

|p(1/iwk)− Sij(iwk)|2

under the additional constraint

‖P−(Sij(iw) ∨ p(1/iw))‖2µ ≤ E.

This problem has a unique optimal solution unless its
admissible set is empty. This will be the case provided
that E ≥ Emin where Emin is the optimal criterion ob-
tained from the preceding problem. In practice the val-
ues wc = 2.5 (normalized frequencies) and nc = 4 seem
to give very good results when the broadband is three
time bigger than the passband.

If pij are the polynomial completions computed by the
later method we define

F̃ij = P+(Sij(iw) ∨ pij(1/iw)).

Those functions can be seen as the compensated, causal,
stable projections of our initial data; note that, by con-
struction, their L2(dµ) distance to compensated data S
on J is less than

√
E.

4 From continuous-time to discrete-time

To deal with rational approximation, we shift to the disk
or discrete-time framework. A good reason to do this is
that the Hardy spaces of the disk are simpler in some
sense than that of the half-plane. The fact that the unit
disk has a finite Lebesgue measure has some nice im-
plications, as the inclusions L∞(T) ⊂ L2(T) ⊂ L1(T).
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Moreover, functions in L2(T) can be represented by their
Fourier series and we don’t have to cope with sampling.

The space L2(T) splits into two orthogonal subspaces

L2(T) = H2 ⊕H2
⊥,

whereH2 consists of functions whose Fourier coefficients
of negative index are zero, whileH2

⊥ consists of functions
whose Fourier coefficients of non-negative index are zero.
Hardy spaces H2(D) and H2(E) of the disk and its exte-
rior E = C\D may be defined as those of the half-planes
(integrals on vertical lines are then replaced by integrals
over circles). Then, by analytic continuation, H2 can be
identified with H2(D) and H2

⊥ with a strict subspace of
H2(E) (functions vanishing at infinity). We denote by
PH2 and PH2

⊥
the orthogonal projections onto H2 and

H2
⊥ respectively. Discrete-time stable and causal ratio-

nal transfer functions naturally belong to H2(E).

There are many ways to transform a continuous-time
function into a discrete-time one. We shall use either
the usual bilinear transform or a variant of it, with the
Möbius transformation from the z-plane to the s-plane

z 7→ s =
z + 1
z − 1

,

which sends T onto the imaginary axis and C+ onto E.

4.1 Bilinear transform

The bilinear transform is the map

F̃ (s) 7→ F (z) = F̃

(
z + 1
z − 1

)
.

This map is an isometry from L2(dµ) onto L2(T) which
preserves the McMillan degree. It sends the space
H2
µ(C+) onto H2(E).

4.2 H2(C+)→ H2
⊥ isometry

The map

F̃ (s) 7→ F (z) =
√

2
z − 1

F̃

(
z + 1
z − 1

)
. (3)

is an isometry from L2(iR) onto L2(T). It also preserves
the McMillan degree. It sends the space H2(C+) onto
H2
⊥. With this transformation, the formulas which al-

low us to derive a realization (A,B,C, 0) of F (z) from
a realization (Ã, B̃, C̃, 0) of F̃ (s) and reciprocally, are

completely symmetric:

C = C̃

A = −(I − Ã)−1(I + Ã)

B =
√

2(I − Ã)−1B̃

C̃ = C

Ã = −(I −A)−1(I +A)

B̃ =
√

2(I −A)−1B

Both methods are used to transport the function F̃ ob-
tained in Section 3 from continuous-time to discrete-
time. If the H2(C+) → H2

⊥ isometry is used, then the
value at infinity must be taken off. It will be reset af-
ter the approximation step. This method preserves the
value at infinity obtained in the completion stage. If the
bilinear transform is used, the value at infinity can thus
be improved by the rational approximation step. This
method usually gives better results.

5 Stable rational approximation of given
McMillan degree

In the completion stage, we dealt with each entry sepa-
rately. In rational approximation, the constraint on the
McMillan degree involves the whole scattering matrix,
and it is not possible to handle each entry independently.
A specific approach has been developed at INRIA to
cope with this problem, which is based on the following
points

• the optimization range is reduced to a compact set,
• an atlas of charts is used to parametrize the optimiza-

tion domain.

To simplify our writing, we keep denoting by L2(T), H2

and H2
⊥ the spaces of matrix-valued functions with en-

tries in L2(T), H2 and H2
⊥ respectively. The proper di-

mension of the matrix will be understood from the con-
text. The L2-norm of a matrix-valued function derives
from the scalar product

< F,G >=
1

2π
Tr
∫ 2π

0

F (eit)G(eit)
∗
dt.

The rational approximation problem we consider is,
given a p × m matrix-valued function F ∈ H2(E), to
minimize the L2 distance to the set of rational stable
functions of McMillan degree less than or equal to n. In
our application m = p = 2.

Using the orthogonal decomposition

H2(E) = C⊕H2
⊥,

we can see that any solution H must satisfy H(∞) =
F (∞). Thus, we may restrict our study to the case of
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strictly proper transfer functions, that is to the space
H2
⊥.

A number of qualitative results are available in the lit-
erature which assert that the problem is well-posed and
which pave the way to convergent algorithms. It was
proved in [5] that the global minimum of the L2 crite-
rion does exist, as well as the normality property : if F
is not of McMillan degree strictly less than n, then any
local minimum of the criterion over the set of systems of
order less than or equal to n has effective order n. The
problem can thus be stated as:

Rational approximation problem. Given F ∈ H2
⊥

of order ≥ n, find Ĥ such that

Ĥ = argminH∈ Sn‖F −H‖
2
2 (4)

where
Sn = {H ∈ H2

⊥,degH = n}

is the set of rational strictly proper stable transfer func-
tions of exact degree n.

The following consistency result must also be mentioned:
if F has McMillan degree n, then the only critical point
of the L2 criterion is F itself [10].

The present approach was first proposed in the SISO
case [6] and then in the MIMO case [14]. The first step
is the reduction of the parameters space (see Section 6).
The second step is to find a clever parametrization of the
reduced optimization space namely the space of stable
all-pass systems of fixed order. This parametrization, an
atlas of charts, takes into account the precise structure
of the space, namely a non-trivial differentiable mani-
fold ([2], [13]). Several atlases have been proposed in the
literature (see [2], [20]). The new atlas which is used in
this paper particularly suits to state-space representa-
tions and has been preferred for computation facilities.

The question of the parametrization of LTI systems has
been widely studied. The non-zero entries in classical
canonical forms (companion, Hessenberg, tridiagonal
forms) are often used as parameters because of their
simplicity. See [37, chap.7] and [31] for an overview of
these parametrization issues and their properties. Com-
pared to these representations, our parametrization
guarantees

• the non-redundancy in the parameters (injective map-
ping)
• restrictions on the system (stability, fixed order) au-

tomatically taken into account
• numerical robustness of the algorithm due to the use

of unitary matrices

6 Reduction of the optimization set

In the SISO case, it is known that if h = p
q is a best ap-

proximant of f then the numerator p can be easily com-
puted from the denominator q by solving linear equa-
tions. The projection theorem in a Hilbert space asserts
that h must be the projection of f onto the vector space
Vq = {pq ; deg p < n}. This space is the orthogonal com-
plement of BH2

⊥ in H2
⊥, where B =

∏n
i=1

1−āiz
z−ai is the

Blaschke product whose denominator is q,

H2
⊥ = BH2

⊥ ⊕ Vq.

This approach was already developed in [33] and can
be generalized to the MIMO case. The right generaliza-
tion of the fraction description to the MIMO case is the
Douglas-Shapiro-Shields factorization: a p×m rational
matrix function H ∈ H2

⊥ can be written in the form

H = GP, (5)

where G is p× p lossless of McMillan degree n and P ∈
H2. Recall that a rational lossless matrix is a matrix
Blaschke product: G(z) is contractive for z ∈ D and
unitary for z ∈ T. Multiplication by G lossless in H2

⊥
is an isometry. In (5), G is called the lossless factor and
brings the pole structure of H and thus its dynamics. It
is unique up to a right unitary constant matrix U ∈ Up.

Now if H = GP is a local approximant of F , thus H
is completely determined from G as the orthogonal pro-
jection of F onto VG

VG = {H ∈ H2
⊥; H = GP, P ∈ H2}.

Equivalently, using multiplication by G](z) = G(z)−1

which is an isometry in L2(T), we get

< F −H,GH2 >=< G]F − C,H2 >= 0,

so that P is the orthogonal projection of G]F onto H2,

P = PH2(G]F ).

The rational approximation problem is then to minimize
the criterion

ψn : G 7→ ‖F −GPH2(G]F )‖2 (6)

over Lpn/Up the right quotient of the set Lpn of p × p
lossless functions of McMillan degree n by unitary con-
stant matrices. In least-square optimization and using a
state-space formulation, this elimination step is classical
and known under the name of Separable Least Square.
It presents some important advantages: the dimension
of the parameter space is reduced and mostly, lossless
functions enter the picture.
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Let us derive the state-space formulation which is im-
plemented in our software RARL2 [26]. Let

F (z) = C(zIN −A)−1B +D. (7)

be a realization ofF and let Ĥ(z) = D+Ĉ(zI−Â)−1B̂ be
a local approximant ofF . The errorF−Ĥ has realization

Ã =

[
A 0

0 Â

]
, B̃ =

[
B
B̂

]
, C̃ =

[
C −Ĉ

]
, D̃ = 0,

and the square of the L2 error can be computed as

‖F −H‖22 = Tr
(
B̃∗Q̃B̃

)
= Tr

(
C̃P̃ C̃∗

)
,

where P̃ and Q̃ are the reachability and observability
gramians of the error. Necessary conditions for optimal-
ity may easily be found by computing the gradient of the
square of the L2-norm with respect to the state-space
parameters. Partitioning the gramians in the same way
as Ã,

P̃ =

[
P P12

P ∗12 P̂

]
; Q̃ =

[
Q Q12

Q∗12 Q̂

]
,

we get
Q∗12B = −Q̂B̂
CP12 = ĈP̂

Q∗12AP12 = −Q̂ÂP̂ .

(8)

These necessary conditions were first obtained by Wil-
son [38] and many model reduction algorithms were pro-
posed in the literature based on these conditions (see
[29], [3], [21], [36], [19], [16] and [11]). However, to our
knowledge no other algorithm is available which guar-
antees the stability of the approximant and works in the
MIMO case.

The reduction of the optimization set translates in this
state-space setting as follows. First choose a realization
of Ĥ such that the observable pair (Ĉ, Â) is output nor-
mal

Â∗Â+ Ĉ∗Ĉ = I,

which means that Q̂ is the identity. Then, the first nec-
essary condition yields B̂ = −Q∗12B. The rational ap-
proximation problem is thus to minimize the criterion

Jn(C,A) = ‖F‖22 − Tr (B∗Q12Q
∗
12B) (9)

over the set of output normal observable pairs (C,A).
Note that Q12 is determined from A and C as the solu-
tion of the Stein equation

A∗Q12A+ C∗C = Q12. (10)

The derivative of the criterion with respect to some pa-
rameter λ can be computed as

dJn
dλ

= 2 Re Tr
(
dQ12

dλ
BB∗

)
.

Using
AP ∗12A∗ +BB∗ = P ∗12,

we get

dJn
dλ

= 2 Re Tr
(
P ∗12

[
dQ12

dλ
−A∗ dQ12

dλ
A

])
.

Now differentiating (10) with respect to A and C, we get
the relations

∂Q12

∂A
−A∗ ∂Q12

∂A
A=A∗ Q12,

∂Q12

∂C
−A∗ ∂Q12

∂C
A= C∗

so that we finally have

dJn
dλ

= 2 Re Tr
(
P ∗12

[
A∗ Q12

∂A

∂λ
+ C∗ ∂C

∂λ

])
. (11)

The connection between observable pairs and lossless
functions is stressed by the following result (see [25]).

Proposition 1 (Lossless embedding) Given an ob-
servable pair (C,A) with A asymptotically stable, let Q
be its observability gramian. Then, the rational matrix
G(z) = D + C(zI −A)−1B, with

B =−(A− νI)Q−1(I − νA∗)−1C∗

D= I − CQ−1(I − νA∗)−1C∗

is lossless for every ν such that |ν| = 1.
The lossless function G satisfies G(ν) = I. The map
(C,A) 7→ G is a one-to-one correspondence between the
set of observable pairs (C,A), A asymptotically stable,
up to similarity, and the set of lossless functions up to a
right unitary matrix.

This correspondence is in fact a diffeomorphism (see
Cor.2.1 in [2]). If in addition the pair (C,A) is output
normal, the matrix [AC]T has orthonormal columns and
the lossless embedding consists in completing it into a
unitary matrix [

A

C

]
7→

[
A B

C D

]
.

We shall call unitary realization, a realization (A,B,C,D)
such thatA is asymptotically stable and the correspond-
ing realization matrix unitary. Unitary realizations are
precisely the balanced realizations of lossless functions

6



(see [20, prop.3.2]). In what follows, we shall use bal-
anced realizations and the associated unitary matrix
to represent lossless matrices. This is of course very
advantageous from a numerical viewpoint.

7 Minimization over a manifold.

We said that an atlas of charts happens to be the right
representation in order to use differential tools (as a gra-
dient algorithm). A differential manifold is precisely a
set endowed with a differential structure by means of an
atlas of charts. An atlas is a collection of charts or (coor-
dinate) maps φi : Di → Rd, where Di is an open subset
of the manifold, which satisfy some compatibility con-
ditions: the union of the Di covers the manifold and the
transition maps or changes of coordinates φi ◦ φ−1

j are
smooth. By means of the coordinate maps, differential
calculus on Rd can be carried over to the manifold. The
coordinate maps then become diffeomorphisms. The di-
mension of the manifold is d. An atlas of charts is thus
the way to parametrize a non-trivial manifold in a local
smooth manner. In the next section, we describe such
an atlas of charts for the manifold Lpn of dimension 2np.

7.1 Lossless mutual encoding

Let Ω = (W,X, Y, Z) be a unitary realization. The idea
is to attach to Ω a chart or coordinate map.

Let G(z) = D+C(zI−A)−1B be a balanced realization
of G lossless. Note that such a realization is unique up
to a state isometry. Let Λ be the unique solution to the
Stein equation

Λ−A∗ΛW = C∗Y (12)

and
V = D∗Y +B∗ΛW (13)

Remark. In fact, the matrix V satisfies

1
2iπ

∫
T
G](z)Y (zI −W )−1 dz = V, (14)

which is known as a Nudelman interpolation condition
for G] (see [27]).

Formulas (12) and (13) can be rewritten in a matrix form[
A B

C D

][
Λ

V

]
=

[
SW

Y

]
. (15)

Note that the realization of G being balanced by as-
sumption, P = Λ∗Λ satisfies

Y ∗Y +W ∗PW = V ∗V + P. (16)

We now assume that P is positive definite, a condition
which allows for a parametrization of the set of solutions
of the Nudelman problem (14) [4]. The matrix Λ is thus
invertible and we may normalize the triple (Y,W, V ) as

(Ỹ , W̃ , Ṽ ) = (Y Λ−1,ΛWΛ−1, V Λ−1). (17)

We get from (15)[
W̃

Ỹ

]∗ [
A B

C D

][
I

Ṽ

]
= W̃ ∗W̃ + Ỹ ∗Ỹ .

Under the assumption P > 0,

K = W̃ ∗W̃ + Ỹ ∗Ỹ = Ṽ ∗Ṽ + I (18)

is positive definite and if K1/2 denotes its Hermitian
square root, then[

W̃K−1/2

Ỹ K−1/2

]∗ [
A B

C D

][
K−1/2

Ṽ K−1/2

]
= I.

We will now specify from V and Ω two unitary comple-
tions U , V of these orthonormal columns,

U =

[
W̃K−1/2 ∗
Ỹ K−1/2 ∗

]
, V =

[
K−1/2 ∗
Ṽ K−1/2 ∗

]

and define a map

φΩ : (A,B,C,D) 7→ (V,D0),

where D0 is the unitary matrix such that

U∗
[
A B

C D

]
V =

[
I 0

0 D0

]
. (19)

The map φΩ will be then invertible.

We must first fix the balanced realization (A,B,C,D)
of G we start with. We will say that a realization of G is
in canonical form with respect to Ω iff Λ given by (12) is
positive definite and Hermitian. Then Λ = P 1/2 where
P is the solution of (16). We denote by DΩ the set of
unitary realizations in canonical form with respect to Ω.

The matrix V is chosen according to Proposition 1 (with
ν = −1)

V =

[
(I + Ṽ ∗Ṽ )−1/2 −Ṽ ∗(I + Ṽ Ṽ ∗)−1/2

Ṽ (I + Ṽ ∗Ṽ )−1/2 (I + Ṽ Ṽ ∗)−1/2

]
. (20)
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The matrix U is computed from Ω as follows:

• perform the state isomorphism with matrix Λ = P 1/2,
(W,X, Y, Z) −→ (W̃ , X̃, Ỹ , Z):

(W̃ , X̃, Ỹ , Z) = (ΛWΛ−1,ΛX,Y Λ−1, Z).

• compute a Cholesky factorization of the matrix[
K L

L∗ N

]
=

[
W̃ X̃

Ỹ Z

]∗ [
W̃ X̃

Ỹ Z

]
. (21)

using the well-known formula [12, Sec. 0.2],[
K L

L∗ N

]
=

[
I 0

L∗K−1 I

][
K 0

0 M−1

][
I K−1L

0 I

]

=

[
K1/2 K−1/2L

0 M−1/2

]∗ [
K1/2 K−1/2L

0 M−1/2

]

where M−1 = N − L∗K−1L can be computed by in-
verting the matrix (21) [12, Formula (0.8)].

We thus define

U =

[
W̃ X̃

Ỹ Z

][
K−1/2 −K−1LM1/2

0 M1/2

]
. (22)

The matrices L and Z are given by

L= Ỹ ∗Z + W̃ ∗X̃ (23)
M =Z∗Z +X∗P−1X. (24)

Theorem 2 Let Ω = (W,X, Y, Z) be a unitary realiza-
tion and DΩ the set of unitary realizations in canonical
form with respect to Ω (Λ in (12) is positive definite and
Hermitian). The map

φΩ : DΩ → R2np × Up,
(A,B,C,D) 7→ (V,D0)

where V , V, U and D0 are successively computed by (13),
(20), (22) and (19), is a chart of Lpn.
The map φ−1

Ω : (V,D0) 7→ U diag(I,D0)V∗ is a local
canonical form.
The family (DΩ, φΩ), Ω unitary realization forms an atlas
of Lpn.

Note that Ω ∈ DΩ and has parameters V = 0 and D0 =
I. The chart is centered on GΩ and is called an adapted
chart for GΩ. A parametrization of the quotient space
Lpn/Up is obtained by fixing D0 within the chart and
letting only V vary.

7.2 Illustration

Up to a right constant unitary matrix, any 2× 2 lossless
matrices of McMillan degree 1 with real coefficients can
be written in the form

Ba,φ = I + (ζa − 1)

[
cos φ2
sin φ

2

][
cos φ2
sin φ

2

]T
, φ ∈ [0, 2π[,

where ζa is a normalized Blaschke factor

ζa(z) = ν
1− ā z
z − a

,

{
ν = − a

|a| , 0 < |a| < 1,

ν = 1, a = 0.
(25)

Fig. 3. The quotient space of 2 × 2, degree 1, real lossless
functions

The dimension of this manifold is 2 and it can be repre-
sented by a sphere of which the poles have been excluded
(see Picture 3). The poles of the sphere correspond to a
drop of degree.

Consider the chart centered at B0,0(z) = diag(1/z, 0).
The parameter V is a 2-vector and Λ =

√
1− ‖V ‖2, so

that the parameter domain is just the open unit disk
(‖V ‖ < 1). The canonical form is

V =

[
x

y

]
7→


−x 1− σxx∗ −σx∗y
Λ x∗ y∗

−y −σy∗x 1− σyy∗

 .
The corresponding lossless function is of the formBa,φ U
with a = −x, cosφ/2 = Λ, sinφ/2 = y and U a uni-
tary matrix. Since Λ cannot be zero, the matrices on the
meridian φ = π are not represented in this chart. They
show up on the boundary of the chart except for x = ±1
and y = 0 which correspond to the poles of the sphere.
As for the sphere, two charts at least are needed to rep-
resent the whole set. Adding the chart centered at B0,π

we get an atlas.
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7.3 Optimization in RARL2.

The software RARL2 is a Matlab based software which
performs rational approximation following the principle
we just described. It divides into two libraries

• arl2lib contains all the computations concerning
the L2 criterion and its gradient. The function can
be given by a realization or Fourier coefficients as in
our application. In this case, the matrix B̂ (see Sec-
tion 6) is computed by

∑N−1
k≥0 Fk+1CA

k, where the
(Fk)0≤k≤N are the matrix Fourier coefficients.

• boplib is concerned with the parametrization of loss-
less functions (balanced output pairs) by means of
the lossless mutual encoding method described in sec-
tion 7.1. It also provides a minimization process which
could handle any criterion defined over the manifold
Lpn/Up.

G0

G

0
G0

V
G

0

Fig. 4. Optimization over a manifold

The minimization process makes use of the Matlab solver
fmincon. It starts at some initial point G0 which is en-
coded in its adapted chart Ω = (A,B,C,D) (see section
7.1). Then fmincon performs the optimization of the
criterion submitted to the nonlinear constraint P > 0,
where P is the solution to

P −A∗PA = C∗C − V ∗V

and V the parameter of the current point in the chart.
This constraint ensures we remain within the domain
of the chart. When a constraint violation occurs, a new
adapted chart is computed and the optimization pursues
within this new chart (see Figure 4) until a minimum is
reached.

The convergence of the algorithm has been proved under
mild assumptions in the SISO case [6] but never in the
MIMO case. The main obstruction to the convergence is
if the boundary of the manifold is reached, that is to say
if the constraint violation (P singular) corresponds to
the non-minimality of the canonical realization, that is
to a drop of degree for the lossless functions. This would
result in changing chart indefinitely.

7.4 Initialization

Since the criterion may possess many local minima, the
choice of an initial point in the optimization process is
essential. Projection based model reduction proposes a
panel of low-cost computational methods to get a rea-
sonable starting point. In particular, optimal Hankel
norm model reduction [15] or balanced truncation [30]
presents guarantees of quality and error bound on the re-
sult. In RARL2, the balanced truncation method of [23]
has been implemented and is used as a starting point for
the identification of microwave filters.

8 Results and conclusion.

A long-standing cooperation with the space agency
CNES resulted in an original method to extract coupling
parameters from frequency scattering measurements,
and in two dedicated software programs which are now
fully integrated in the design and tuning process. In this
paper we have described in detail the identification step
performed by the software PRESTO-HF [35] (which
includes the rational approximation software RARL2).
In Figures 5,6,7 the results of our procedure are shown
at hand of a real-life example provided by the CNES.
It consists of measurements of a microwave filter of 8th
order in 800 frequency points. As shown by the error
function in Figure 7, an excellent agreement is obtained
between the final rational model and the measurements.
The latter is obtained in less than 15 seconds on a Intel
Core I7 processor, which makes our approach compati-
ble with a real-time tuning procedure of the filter. The
software PRESTO-HF [35] is currently used for this
purpose by several of our industrial partners.

Fig. 5. CNES 2 × 2 hyperfrequency filter; Bode diagram of
data (dots), completion (red) and approximant at order 8
(blue line).

In a second step we extract the coupling parameters
from the identified model. This step is performed by the
software DEDALE-HF [34]. Based on computer alge-
bra methods, this software computes a realization of the
form (1) in which the coupling geometry of M has been
specified.
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Fig. 6. CNES 2× 2 hyperfrequency filter: data (dots), com-
pletion (red), and approximant (blue) at order 8 (Nyquist
diagram).

Fig. 7. CNES 2× 2 hyperfrequency filter: Magnitude of the
point-wise error between rational approximation (including
delay components) and measurements for each entry.

The case of output multiplexers (OMUX) where several
filters of the previous type are coupled on a common
guide has also been considered. The model is obtained
upon chaining the corresponding scattering matrices,
and mixes up rational elements and complex exponen-
tials (because of the delays). This makes the identifica-
tion much more challenging. Nowadays, the new trend is
to remove the waveguides that are an important part of
the mass and bulk, in order to integrate more strongly
these devices and to simplify their architecture. The de-
vices obtained in this way (compact OMUX) differ from
a single filter by the number of ports m greater than 2.
They are described by a scattering matrix of order m.
We are currently investigating the possibility to apply
our methods to such devices. If the model reduction step
directly applies to this case, the completion as well as
the extraction of coupling parameters from the model
require new developments.
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